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common center (0, 0, - 1). Therefore, ng(&) must be a disc with boundary rx 
parallel on 5’. Let D = d(S2 -n&J = cl(g-‘(S* - ng(B,)). Then D E 9 and DB < D 
for every L9fl E {D,}. 
Thus, every totally ordered subset of 9 has an upper bound; By Zorn’s Lemma, $3 
has a mwimd element D. If D n ID = @, then A = S2 - int(D u hDj is an annulus. In 
this cE3e let y = d(bd D, bd h(D)) an 3 set E = y/4. Since h is uniformiy regular, there 
is a 8 :b 0 such that d (h (x I), h (x2)) < E whenever d(xl, x2)< 6. Set if’ =z min(&, 6) and 
for x E bd D, let V, be an opl;n disc with center x and radius 6’. Then U = 
{g(U,) 1 x E bd 0) is an open cavering of bd g(D). Let L be any parallel in (S2 - 
g(D)) n U and let H C= S* denote the disc containing (0, 8, l)with boundary L. Then 
E)’ = g-‘(H) is a disc in 9 containing L? in its interior. But this contradicts the 
maximality of D. Therefore, D n hD P a. 
If D n Ml is a simple closed curve, then the conclusion of Lemma 1 is satisfied. If 
D n M? is not a simple closed curve, then r cannot be an irrational rotation. For if 
x E D 1p> hD, then the orbit of x under h* is dense in both bd D and bd h(D), so that 
bd 13 = bd rlz (I?). Thus, r is a rational rotation and A* is necessarily periodic. Let p 
denote the period of h2. Since every standard periodic rotation is conjugate to one 
which rotates through an angle of 27iq/p for some integer 9 satisfying 1 G 9 < p and 
(W)” 4, !Ne shall assume without loss of generality that 43 = 2nqfp. Hence hzq 
permutes a point on bd D in a cyclic order. 
Fixanx,~~Dnh(D)andfori~l,setx~ = h *“(xi-l). Then the xi’s have a cyclic 
ordering on bd D so that for each pair xi-19 xi+1 there is an arc cy on bd D with 
endpoints. Xi-1 and xi+: and xj n int a! # 0 if and only if j = i, where j s period h“? 
Letting yi = h”(xi), then the yi’s have the same cyclic ordering on bd h(D). We note 
that bd I) - uh*$o) is a colieckm of disjoint arcs. Since h* is fixed point free on 
bd D, these arcs permute under the action of h*. Let 0 be one such arc. If /3 contained 
more than one of the yi’s, then the iterates of @ under It* would also contain more 
than one of the yi’s. Hence the number of the yi’S would exceed the period of h* 
contrary to the definition of the yi’s. Thus, for each pair Xi, Xi+13 there is an 
arc p c bd D with endpoints xi, x i+l and containing exactly one of the yi’s. Let yk 
derlote the unique point of the yl’s lying between ~0 and x1 = ?r”‘(xo) on bd D. 
Choose an arc cyo on g(D) from g(xo) to g(yk) satisfying CYO n bd g(D) = bd cyo = 
{g(x& &)} and ri(aojn &x0) = 8 if i f 1 and 0 G i, j 6 period of 1. Since r is a 
standard rotation, these conditions can be easily satisfied. Finally, let flo = g-‘(cu& 
pi = h”“(@i-1) for is 1 and ‘yi = h4(&). Thus, PO is an arc from x0 to yk = h “(XI,)* 
yk = h4&) is an arc from h’(xk) to x1, & is an arc from xk to yo= P(x~) and 
J = U(@i u yi) is a simple closed curve satisfying the concmim of I.xmrna 2. T 
concludes the proof. 
The m7ection of S2 through the equatxial plane z = 0 will be denoted by p. 
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Theoreya 1. Let h be an almost perr#gdic homeomorphbm of S2 onto c’tself. If h is . 
orientation preserving, tken h is topologicaiiy equivalent to re. If h is orientation 
reversing, then h is topobgically equivalent to rOp. Furthermore, if h is orienta ticn 
reversing and has fixed points, then h is periodic of period two and, hence, equiva?ent 
to p. 
ointed out in our introductory remarks, the result is well known if h is 
reserving. Thus, we suppose that h is r5ntation reversing. 
If h has eked points, then by [S] the set of fixed po ts is a simple closed curve J, Let 
Dt and 9; denote the two complementary discs on S* whose common boundary is 9: 
Since h is orientation reversing, we must have h(D1) = D2. For if h(D1) = D1, then by 
TheoTern 1 of 131, h would have fixed points in int D1 which is impossible since 
J nint r)l= 4. By Lemma 4 of [3], h2 is the identity on D1 and D2 and, hence, on S*. 
Thus, h is periodic of period two and by either [2] or Es], equivalent o p. 
If h is fixed point free, then by Lemma 2 there is a simple closed curve J such that 
h(J)= J. Suppose h 1 J is orientation reversing. Let 1 denote the generator of 
%(S’)mZ. Since h 1 J reverses orientation, the induced isomorphism (h 13 )* of 
HI(S’) itself maps 1 to - 1. Thus the degree of (h 1 J), deg (h 1 J), is - 1 and the 
Lefschetz number A (h 1 J)= 1 + (- 1)deg (h 1 J) = 2 # 0. But then according to the 
Lefschetz fixed-point theorem h 1 J has fixed points on J contrary to our assumption. 
Therefore h 1 J must be orientation preserving and by [3, pa 19331 or [5, p. 2441 
conjugate to a rotation on J. Wre precisely, there exists a rotation r of S’ onto itself 
through a fixed angle 8 and a hameomorphism g : J -+ S’ c S’ such that h 1 J = g-‘rg. 
In particular, (h 1 J)* = h” 1 .j = g-‘r*g and gh(x)- r-g(s) for every x E J. Let r@ 
denote the natural extension of r to S*. That is, _re is standard and r6 1 S’ = I-. 
Let D1 and D2 denote the two closed complementary domains of 5’ -J and let El 
and EZ denoie the upper and lower hemispheres of S2, respectively. Since h* is a 
rotationCon D1, there exists a homeomorphism g onto El or E2, say El, such that 
h2 = g-‘&j. But h* 1 J = g-‘rzg. Therefore, g 1 J = g and g is an extension of g. We 
again let a be denoted by g and extend g to D2 by defining g(x) = repgh-‘(x) for 
every x E Da. Thus for x ED*, [g-‘(r@p)g](x)= h(x). For Y E& gh(xj= 
(repgh-‘)tr (x)= repg(x) W-I, hence, h(x) = [g--‘(rep)g](x). This proves Theorem 1. 
Let A* denote the standard annulus defined earlier. Let re (rb) and $0 (sb) deno’:e 
the restrictions to A* (S*)of the standard rotations of E” about the t-axis and x-axis, 
respectivt?y. For the sake of convenience we shall include the caste Q = Q in our next 
t”1 eorem so that r. bnd so denote the identity rotation which keeps A * pointwise fixed. 
Thus se is a non-trivial homeomorphism of A2 onto itself if and onky if 8 = 71. We nncte 
that i”g (8 7 0) is fixed point free on A2 while s, leaves the points (9 I 11, 0) fixed and 
is pcviodir: of period two. We also let p(p)) and p(g ‘) denote the restrictions to A’(!:;‘) 
the reflections of E through the planes z = 0 and x = 0, respectively. Thus p keeps 
,!&A’ fixed, p fixes the arcs cuI={(x,y,z)~a2ix=~,~>!,} 
y CO}, and both p and p are periodic of period 
two. 
Tksrem 2. If h is an almost periodic hcsmeomarphism of A2 onto i~lf~ then h is 
to~&gkally equivaknt to a srandurd rot&on or ci standard reflection or a camposite qf 
a stltwdard rota&m with a standard reflection. In purticular, .the f~llowi)tg QM tie: 
(I) if h is orientutiun preserving and invariant ran the boundaries of A’, then h is 
equi+mlent o rb ; 
(2) if h is orientutkn preserving and interchanges the boundaries of A2, then h is 
equivalent to rep ; 
(3) if h is orientatiunS r~v~r:.:ing and invariant citn the boundaries of A2, then h is 
equk.zlent to EL; 
(~4)~ if h is orientation reversing and interchanges the boundaries of AZ, then h is 
equivulent $0 s,. 
Consequently, all almost periudic orientation reversing homeumorphisms uf A2 onto 
itself are pesrodic of period two. Furthermore, all almcrst periodic humeomorphisms with 
non-empty fixed point sets of A2 onto itserf are periodic of period two, 
Proof. Let O1 and D2 denote the two closed clomplementary domains of S2 -A2 in 
S2. We SU~I,~OS~ that h satisfies the hypothesis of part (1) of Theorem 2. ‘Then h 
extends in a natural way to an almost periodic homeomorphism h’ of S2 onto itself. If 
h’ is orientation preserving, then it follows from Theorem 1 that h’ is & up to 
equivalence. Since h’ is invariant on the discs D1 and -c$z, the two fixed poinrs of 12’ 
must be in D1 and D2. It 110’~ follows that we may obtain a homeo~~~~rpbism g’ of S2 
onto itself such that h’ = (g’)‘r;lg’ and (g’ 1 A2)l(A2) - ,4 2. The second coudition can 
be relaized Erom the fact that h’ 1 Di is equivalent to rb 1 Di (i = 1,;) md, hence, 
h’ 1 A2 must be equivalent o re = r;I 1 A”. L,etting g = g’ I A2, we now have h = g-&g. 
In order to conclude the proof of part (1) we shall show that the extension h’ must 
ind$eed be orientation preserving. Suppose h’ is orientation reversing. Since h’ has 
fixed points on D1 an[J D2, it follows from Theorem P that h’ is equivalent o p’. Let J 
denote the simple closed curve consisting of the fixed points of CC. Then J A Di f fl 
(i = I, 2) and, therefore, J R int A2 f II). Since ok is invariant on each component of 
bd A2, h’ I (bdl A2) has four fixed points on bd A2 with two fixed points on each 
component [3]. Thus J n A2 consists of two disjoint arcs, Since p’ is equivalent o ~1’ 
on S*, we may again obtain a homeomorphism g’ of S” onto itself such that 
!+’ = (g’)‘$‘g’, (g’ I AZ&I’)= A2 and, hence, = g-“gg, where g = g’ 1 A2. 
However p is orientation reversing on A2. Therefore h is orientation reversing on 
.A\*, contrary to our hyr -thesis. 
The verification of the remaining three parts are very s.Pmil;ir to our above 
argument. For this reason we shall omit some of the more obvious details. 
If k satisfies the hypothesis of part (Z), then k extends in an obvious way to an 
&nost periodic homeomorphism h’ of S2 ant;;, itself which interchanges the discs D1 
and 13~. If h’ is fixed point free, rttjen by Theorem 1 h’ must 
Using the argument of part (I), we see that Ei must be e 
point:% then since h’(D1) = 02 the set of fixed points must lie in the interior of A2. If 
h’ is oricnl::ltion reversing, then according to Theorem 1, io’ is equivalent o p’. Thus, 
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by a now familiar lirgument, h must be equivalent o p = p’ 1 A2. If It’ is orientation 
preserving, then h’ is equivalent o ti and the two fixed points of h’ must !ie on A2. 
NCW (hl>” 1 I&, is an almost periodic homeomorphism of D1 onto itself and, hence, 
must have fixed pcints on D1. In view of Theorem 1 and Foland’s result 131, (!z’)~ = 1. 
Thus r; = rk. Since r; is equivalent o s& we may again obtain a homeomarphism g 3f 
A” onto itself such that h = g-‘s,g. But s,, is orientation reversing. This contradic:s 
the fact that h is orientation preserving. 
We suppose that h satisfies the hypothesis of part (3) and again extend k Iradially 
on D1 and D2 to ht. Since h’(Di) = Di (i t= 1,2), h’ has fixed pcints. Thus if h’ is 
orj,entation reversing, then by Theorem 1 h’ must be equivalent o p’. Using exactly 
the same argument as in the second paragraph of part (1) of this proof, we obtain h 
equivalent o fi. 
If h’ is orientat ion preserving, then h ’ is equivalent o rh. Since the two fixed points 
of &’ are in D1 u D2, h must be equivalent o re. But this contradicts our assumption 
that h is orienta:ion reversing. 
If h satisfies the hypothesis of part (4), we extend h to an almost periodic 
horneomorphisrq h’ of §* which iuterchanges D1 with D2. If h’ is fixed point free, 
then according to Theorem 1 h’ is equivalent to I&‘. Thus, as in part (2;, h. is 
equivalent to rep contrary to our assumption that h is orientation reversing. 
Therefore h’ is Ilot fixed point free. Since h’(Dl)= Dz, the fixed poin!s of h’ must lie 
in A2. Again, sf h’ is orkntation reversing, then h’ is equivalent to p’ and h is 
equiva1er.t to p But this contradicts the fact that h is orientation reversing. Thus, h’ 
must be orientation pre*i;ervirig with two fixed points in int A2. It follows that h’ is 
equivalent to ;h. Since; h’(A”)= A2, 8 = T. Therefore h is equivaient to s,. This 
completes our proof of The4 #rem 2. 
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